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The classical theory of convergence, resting as it does on the properties of

the real numbers, is intimately connected with the notion of denumerability.

As examples of what is meant we recall that a sequence is a function defined

on a denumerable set and that category is a property relative to a sequence of

sets each having a certain topological property. An early abstract formula-

tion of this fact was made by Hausdorff in his two denumerability axioms.

The general problem of extending the methods of analysis beyond this

cardinal number restriction has been studied on the topological side in terms

of the concept of uniform space [l, 2](^ and on the algebraic side in terms

of non-archimedean number fields [3, 4, 5].

In this paper we consider a class of ordinal numbers £* and corresponding

uniform topologies in terms of which certain fundamental theorems in

classical analysis find natural extensions. The theory contains the theorem

that a complete space is of the second category, both concepts being defined

in a manner appropriate to the ordinal Ç*. It also contains extensions of the

covering theorems of Lindelöf and Borel-Lebesgue [6]. The relation of the

theory to non-archimedean order fields is indicated by an example. It is shown

that there is a related class of uniform topologies which are complete and of

the first category.

The ordinal £* and the space S. The topology of the space S to which the

theory applies is defined in terms of an ordinal number £* having the proper-

ties of co, the first transfinite ordinal, which play a role in convergence theory.

By £* we mean a limiting ordinal such that if n* <£* and £, is a single-valued

function on r¡ <rj* to £<£* then the least upper bound of £, is less than £*:

(*) sup [{, |,<i,*] <£*.

We note that ¿j* is the initial ordinal of its cardinal 2*. Otherwise, there is an

ordinal ?;*<£* which is the initial ordinal of &*. Let C= [c] he a class of

cardinal S*. Then C can be well-ordered as c$, £<£*, and as c„ n<r]*. Since

each cÇzC occurs once and only once in each well-ordering, there is a 1-1

mapping £ = £(77) of r¡ <n* onto £<£*. This contradicts (*). If w„ is a regular

initial ordinal [7], then wa satisfies (*). For: ua, being regular, is not cofinal

with any r¡*<wa. Hence any single-valued £, ont|<i/*toj<w0 satisfies (*).

Every transfinite ordinal ua whose index is not a limit number is a number £*.

The space 5 is a set of elements x, y, z, • • • in which a set U= [£/j(x)],
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£<£* and x(£S of subsets of S, is defined so that the following axioms are

satisfied :

1- ri£<i* Ufa) = [x], the set consisting of x alone.

2. If£i<£2<r*then Uflix)DUhix).

3. If r, <£* there is a ¿(r/) such that 77^^(77) <£*, and UHv)(y)Pi U((v)(x) ^0

implies i/{(,) (y) C ¿7,(x).

4. If */*<£* and Í7£,(x,), ï?<tj*, are such that 7)i<7j.><t)* implies U(Viixm)

DtVj,2(x,2) then Dk," Lrj,(x,) is a non-empty open set.

A set G<ZS is open if for each xGG there is a ¿7j(x) CG. It is convenient in

applying axiom 3 to refer to £(17) as "the ordinal of axiom 3." It is clear that

metric spaces are space 5 for which £* = w. We shall give examples of spaces 5

for every £*>co.

We state two simple properties of spaces S.

Theorem 1. S is a regular hausdorff space.

Proof. That 5 is a hausdorff space in terms of the neighborhoods t/j(x)

is an immediate consequence of axioms 1, 2, 4 and the fact that |* is a limit

number. From axiom 3 it follows that the closure(2) i/j(,)(x)C ¿7,(x) for all

v <£* and xGS. Hence .S is regular.

Theorem 2. If Gv, n<r]*<^*, is an open set in S then fl,<i' G, is openi3).

Proof. Suppose xGfli<A- For every tj<ti* there is a £, such that

¿7{,(x)CG,. For tj0<tj* let f(»7o)=sup [£„1 r/<r/0]. From property (*) it fol-

lows that f(r?o)<£*. By axiom 2, f/r(,o)(x)C(7f,o(x)CG,0. If t7i<tj2<t)* then

fO>i) tèÇivz) and, again by axiom 2, ¿7f(^>(x)D ̂ W^x). The family of
neighborhoods i/n,)(x) satisfies the condition of axiom 4 and so there is a

¿7{(x)Cn,<,- c/rcCxOCn-K,* G„. Thus n.,<i* G, is open.
At this point we remark that Theorem 2 does not require the full force of

axiom 4. The result follows if, in 4, one puts x7 = x for 77 <»;*. However in this

case the classical relation between completeness and category is lost. The

existence of complete spaces of the first category which satisfy axioms 1, 2,

3, and 4 modified in the manner just described is established in the section of

this paper devoted to examples.

Convergence, completeness, category. A sequence is a single-valued func-

tion x( on £ <£* to S. A sequence x£, £<£*, is called fundamental if for each

7J<£* there are y,G5and f(i/)<E* such that if f(r7)^£<£* then x£G¿7,(y,).

A sequence xj has a limit x, we write limj X| = x, if for each t/<£* there is a

Civ) <£* such that if f(r;) :££<£* then i¡GÍ/,(í). We state three elementary

theorems on convergence.

(2) An element xG-S is a limit point of a set E(ZS if every E(~\U((x) contains a yG-S,

y pí*. The closure £ of £ is the union of E and the set of its limit points.

(3) From this theorem, axiom 2, and property (*) it follows that x is a limit point of E

if and only if the cardinal number of E(~\ U$(x) is at least E* for every £<£*.
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Theorem 3. If x$ has a limit, it is unique.

Proof. Suppose x and y are limits of the sequence x£. For 17 < £* let £(rj) be

the ordinal of axiom 3. There are £', £"<£* such that i¡GÍ/¡d)W if

£'á£<£*andx£Gc/-f(,)(y)if£"á£<£*. If£o = max [£',£"], then £„<£* and

*£0G £/£(,)(x)n ?/{(,)(y). By axioms 1, 3, yGl'ui)iy)CU,ix). This being the

case for all »?<£*, we have y = x by axiom 1.

Theorem 4. x£ is a fundamental sequence if and only if for each t/<£*

there is a f (77) 5Mcä /Äa/ 77 gf (17) <£* and if ¿"(77) ̂£ <£* then x£G t^7,(xf(,)).

Proof. The sufficiency of the condition is evident. Suppose now that x£

is a fundamental sequence and that 77 <£* is given. Let £0 = £(■>?) be the ordinal

of axiom 3. Since x£ is a fundamental sequence there are a £i(£o) <£* and a

yoGS such that if £i(£o)^£<£* then X{Gi7j0(y0). Clearly we may choose

£i(£o)èî?- Since X{l(WGÍ7£o(yo)r>.t/j0(xh(£(,)) we have, from axiom 3, £/{o(y0)

Ci/„(x£l(£o)). Hence x£Gc/,(x£l(£o)) for £i(£o)^£<£*. This establishes the

necessity of the condition since £i(£o) = £i(£(»?)) = £"(»?) =V-

Theorem 5. // lim£ x£ = x then x£ is a fundamental sequence.

Proof. If we put x = yv for each 77<£*, it is an immediate consequence of

the definitions that if x£ has x as the limit it is a fundamental sequence.

We come now to the concepts of completeness and category. The space S

is called £*-complete if every fundamental sequence has a limit in S. The space

S is said to be of the first £*-category if it is the union of a sequence of sets

iV{, £<£*, each nowhere dense in 5. If the space S is not of the first ^-cate-

gory it is said to be of the second £*-category. In order to establish the

theorem that if S is £*-complete then 5 is of the second £*-category, we find it

convenient to formulate the concept of a well-pinned sequence of sets. A

sequence of sets ££,£ <£*, is said to be well-pinned if for every 77 <£*, f\¡<riEc ?¿0.

Theorem 6. S is ^-complete if and only if every well-pinned sequence of

neighborhoods i/j,(x,), 77 ̂£, <£*, has the property f\v<('U^ixv)y^0.

Proof. Suppose that the condition is satisfied and let x£ be a fundamental

sequence in S. By Theorem 4, for each 77 <£* there is a £(77) such that 77 ̂f (77)

<£* and x£Gc\(xfc)) if f(u) ££<**• Now if T<£*. fo = sup [rO»)|ij<r]<P
by (*) and ïr,€il,<f #»(**(»)) since £"(77)^0<£* for 77 <f. Therefore i/,(xf(,))

is a well-pinned sequence of neighborhoods with £, = 77. Hence there is an

xGDtkí* ^7,(x¡-(,)). Now for each t?<£* let £(77) be the ordinal of axiom 3.

Then Z7£(,)(x)n7J£(,)(xf(£(,))) ^0 and so *{€&««>(*ft|<tiOC&i(*)» if f (£(*?))
i££<£*, by axiom 3. Hence lim£ x£ = x and the sufficiency of the condition is

established.

To establish the necessity of the condition let Í7£,(x,), 77 ̂£, <£*, be a well-

pinned sequence of neighborhoods. We show that x,, 77 <£*, is a fundamental
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sequence. For t70<£*, consider £,„ and let 771 = £(£„,) be the ordinal of axiom 3.

Since t/£,(x„) is well-pinned, f)v<r+i Í7£,(x,)^0 for each f such that 7iiáf<£*-

Hence Z7£, (x,1)P\í7£r(x¡-)?í0 if 771 :££<£*. Now since t?^£, for every ??<£* we

have, by axiom 2, UiViixn)r\U(eix{)C Uviixvi)(~\ Utix() C i/„(x„)r\¿/„(xi) ^0

for 771 ̂f<£*. By axioms 3, 2 we have í/,1(xr)CÍ/{,0(x,1)CL7',0(x,1). Hence

for 77!^f<£* we have xtG.Un0ixVi). Since 770 is any ordinal less than £* it

follows from theorem 4 that x,, tj<£*, is a fundamental sequence. By hy-

pothesis .S is £*-complete and so lim, i, = ï£5.

Weshow thatxGn^r^ÍTjí^T,). Consider any 770, £0<£*. Let£i=£(£o) be the

ordinal of axiom 3. Since x is the limit of x, there is an 77i = f(£i) <£* such that

if T7i^>7<£*, x,Gt/£l(x). Let f = max [£„„, £1, 771]. Then f + l<£* and since

the Í7£,(x,) are well-pinned, CU-cr-H U^ix^^O. Hence there is a >'oGc^£,o(x,0)

n/J£f(xf) since 77o^£,0^f. Since £i^f ^£r, U^ixf) C U^ixt) by axiom 2 and

so yoGc/£l(xf). Since 771 ^f, xtÇLU^ix) and so Z7£l(x)P\í7£l(xj-)7,í0. By axiom 3

k^iCx^C f^foM- Hence yoG£/?,0(x,0)rN\Z7£o(x). Since £0 is any ordinal less

than £*, xGí^í,0(x,0). Since 770 is any ordinal less than £*, xGn>i<f*C{,(x,).

This established the necessity of the condition.

Theorem 7. If S is %*-complete then S is of the second ^-category.

Proof. Let N$, £<£*, be a sequence of nowhere dense subsets of S and

let T=Dt<t'N¡. We show that J1 is a proper subset of S. For any Z7i(xi)

there is a £/£l(yi)C Uiixi) such that Ucliyi)rs\Ni = 0 since Ni is nowhere dense

and 5 is regular. Suppose that for t?*<£* there are neighborhoods U^iyv),

77<7j*, such that

(a) r,g£,<£*if7,<£*,

(b) 771 <772<77* implies U^iy^D UiVtiyn),

(c) 77<77* implies (U«, Nt)r\Uuiy¿=0.
The Í7£,(y,) satisfy the condition of axiom 4. Hence there is a t/£(y)

CHiKt/" U(„iyv). Since iV,- is nowhere dense in the regular space S there is a

t/f(y„.) with Ff(y,.)Ct/£(y), such that Viiyn-)r\N<=0. Since t?*<£*

£,. = max it, v*, sup [{, | ij < i»*]) < £*.

By axiom 2, L7f,.(y,.)C ̂ WCfl,«- U(,(jn). Now the family C/£,(y,), 77^77*.
satisfies (a) if 77^77*, (b) if 771 <n ^77* and (c) if 77_S77*. Only (c) warrants an

explicit argument: F£,.(y,.)HiV,.CFf(y,.)^iV,' = 0 and F£,.(y,-)n7Vf
CU(viy,i)r\Ni = 0 for ¡T<77* yield the result. By transfinite induction it fol-

lows that there exists a sequence C/£,(y,), 7?<£*, of neighborhoods such that

(A) 7,á£,<£*for7,<£*,

(B) 771 <772<£* implies ^(^.pi/^^),

(C) 77 <£* implies (Urs, iVf)Hi/£,(y„) = 0.

From (B) and axiom 4 it follows that i/£,(y,), 77 <£*, is a well-pinned sequence

of sets. Since 5 is £*-complete and (A) holds it follows from Theorem 6 that

!")•)<{• Uiviyv) contains an xG-S. From (C) it follows that x is not in any iV£,
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£<£*. Hence T is a proper subset of 5 and so 5 is of the second £*-category.

Separability and compactness. In the system of real numbers the con-

cepts of compactness and separability are related by the theorem that every

nondenumerable set has a limit point, the proof resting on the density of the

denumerable set of rationals. This leads us to formulate the axiom 5.

5. There is a set D= [x£|£<£*] of distinct points x£G^ such that D = S.

It might be useful to call 5 inseparable if it satisfies axiom 5. A set ECZS

is called E*-compact if every subset MC.E of cardinal S* has a limit point

in S. In this section we shall state covering theorems analogous to those of

Lindelöf and of Heine, Borel, Lebesgue. The omitted proofs may be supplied

by the reader.

Theorem 8. The set D= [Z7£(x,)], £<£* and x,Gfl, is equivalent to the set

of all neighborhoods of S iLindelöf).

Lemma. If Ç= [G\], X<X*, is a family of open subsets of S, then there is a

family 3C= [Hß]C.C, u<u*, of cardinal number not exceeding S* such that

Vu<u'Hu = Ua<\'Gx.

Lemma. If F¡, £<£*, is a sequence of decreasing, closed, non-empty sets and

Fi is ^-compact, then Hkí'Fí t^O.

Theorem 9. A set E(ZS is closed and ^-compact if and only if for every

Ç= [G\], X<\*, whose union contains E there is a subset 3CC(/ of cardinal

less than a* whose union contains E iBorel-Lebesgue).

Proof. Suppose that E is closed, 2*-compact and that EC.Ç)\<\'G\-

There is 3C= [H„](ZÇ, p<u*, of cardinal not greater than S* whose union

contains E. Suppose that the cardinal of 3C is S*. We may take m*=£* since

£* is the initial ordinal of S*. Let 0, = U„g„ H„, v <£*, and let Öv be the comple-

ment of 0„. Then Fr = EC\Ö, is a sequence of decreasing, closed, H*-compact

sets. If no F„ is empty then there is an xGfWrF». But now xG-E,

xGU^<£«0» = U/1<£«iî(<, which contradicts EC.\J„<fHi.. Hence some F„ = 0

and so EQÖu^Hu where i><£*. Since £* is the initial ordinal of S*, the

cardinal of 3C* = [H«], u <v, is less than S*.

Now let £ be a set for which the condition of the converse holds and

which is not both closed and H*-compact. Then there is a set M = [x,| 77 <£*]

(ZE in which the x, are distinct and without a limit point in E. It follows that

for each yG-E there is a U^iy) such that MCsU^iy) =0 or [y], the set

consisting of y alone. Any subset 3C of Ç= [UnV)iy) |yG-E], whose union

covers E, contains all £/{(¡^)(x,), t?<£*. Since £* is the initial ordinal of S*,

the cardinal of 3C is at least S*. This contradicts the hypothesis and the con-

verse is proved.

Examples, relation to non-archimedean fields. As an example of a space

5 satisfying axioms 1-4 we construct the order closure K of a non-archimedean
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field K as follows. Let u¡, £<£*, be the basis of a set T of forms

«

a = XI rkuh
i

where the rk are real numbers and £i>£2> • ■ • >£n. We define a = «1 + 0:2

where

777 71

«1   =   S r*UU< «2   =   S S1UV-
1 1 '

by

a = £ <*%*

1

where the union [ft] = [£.]W [77,-] is ordered as decreasing function of k and

/* = >".•, ±Sj, r.+ sj according as ft=£iG [r?,-], f* = r/yG[£¿], ffc = £.= '7i- I" this

way r is an abelian group whose identity is the form with all rk = 0. Order

in r is defined by: a>0 if n>0; ai>a2 if cti— a2>0.

The elements of the field K are the forms

x = X^ aptaP

p<"

where a is an ordinal number, ap is real, a„^T and otfi >aPi if pi <p2 <<r. The

field operations in K are defined by the rules for the addition and multiplica-

tion of formal power series [4, 5]. Order in K is defined by: x>0 if for some

poO, aP0>0 and a„ = 0 for p<po; x%>x* if xi— x2>0.

We shall use the following lemma.

Lemma 1. If x>0 then for some £<£*, x>t~"i.

Proof. x=aPo/"po+ • • • , aP0>0. If a„0 ^0, then «„„> — w{ for all £<£*. If

aP0<0, then M£+aPO>0 for all £ such that £i<£<£* where aPo = riw£l+ • • • ,

rj <0. Since £* is a limit number, there is a £<£* such that aP0> — u%. Hence

x-t-ut = apJ,an+ ■ ■ • +at~ui+ ■ ■ • >0 and so x>trui.

We now construct the order closure of K. This is the set K of sets X<Z.K

such that [8]:

1. X^O, K.
2. IfxGA"andy<xthenyGA'.
3. If xÇLX there is y(£X such that x <y.

In order to prepare for the introduction of neighborhoods in A', we shall

derive some of the needed properties of K.

Lemma 2. If Xi, X2GK, then just one of XiCZX2, A"i = Z2, IsCXi holds.

Proof. Suppose Xi^A2. There is xoGA^ — X2. Now xGA2 implies x<x0.
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Otherwise xa=x and x0GA2 which is false. Since XoGAi, A2CA1.

We define Ari<Xa in K if XiCA^, Xi^X2 in K. From Lemma 2 we get

the following lemma.

Lemma 3. K is simply ordered by the relation Xi <Xi.

By a direct application of the definitions we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4. If ECK is bounded above, then

sup E = U X G K.
E

If EQK is bounded below and M = fU X, then

inf E = M - [max M]E K

where the set [max M] is empty if M has no maximum.

For X(E.K and y(£K we define X+y as the set of x+y for all x<X. We

have the following lemma.

Lemma 5. X+yEK. iX+y)+z = X+iy+z). yáO implies X+y = X.

Xi^X2 implies Xi+y — Xi+y.

We note that the set X0 of xG-K such that for some real a = a(x), xG«¿°

has the propertiesX0+t° = XoGK. The set A^xo) of xG-Ksuch that x<x0 has

the properties Ar(x0)+y7ziX(xo)GAT if y^O. We call X singular if for some

y7^0, X+y = X. We call X regular if it is not singular. From Lemma 5 we

have the following lemma.

Lemma 6. If X is singular then for all zCK, X+z is singular.

Lemma 7. X is singular if and only if there is a £ <£* such that X + t~"l = X.

Proof. The sufficiency is evident. To establish the necessity, suppose X

singular. Then there is a y ^0 such that X+y = X. Suppose y>0. Then by

Lemma 1 there is a £<£* such that y>¿~"£>0. Now by Lemma 5, X = X+y

^X+t~ui = X. Hence X = X+t~"(. li y = 0, X = X-y, by Lemma 5, and the

lemma follows.

Lemma 8.  If Xi<X2 there are £1,  £2<£*  such that Xi = Xi+t~"h<X2

-/-«fell!.

Proof. Since Xi<X«, there is yiGA"2 — Xi. Since X2 has no maximum,

there are y2, j^GA^ such that yi<y2<y;¡- By Lemma 1 there are £1, £2<£*

such that 0<t~uh<yt—yi, 0<t-"(2<yz — yi. Now for all xGAi,

x < x + t~uti < yi + t~"(, < V2 < y» — t~"h < y3 G X2.

Hence yiG.iX2 — t~Hh) — iXi+f"(i) and the lemma follows. As a corollary we

have the following lemma.
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Lemma 9. Sup [A-¿-'£|£<£*] = A = inf [X+t~"(|£<£*].

We define the neighborhoods in AT by:

i[Y\ X - /""{ < Y < X + t~"i] if X is regular,

\[Y| X - r«{ á ¥ ¿ X + r«í] if A is singular.

Lemma 10. // X is singular then for some £<£*, Z7£(X) = A.

Proof. This follows from Lemmas 6, 7.

Theorem 10. 77¡e space K with the neighborhoods t/£(X) satisfies axioms

1-4.

Proof. That axiom 1 holds follows from Lemma 9. That axiom 2 holds

follows from the fact that £i<£2<£* implies 0</_1,£2<¿-u£i and Lemma 5.

To verify axiom 3 we consider í7,+i(Ai)(/\í/,+i(A2) ¿¿0. Suppose Xi = Xi.

Then A2-ru'+1áXi+tru*+K Since for all real a, at~ui+1<t-"i, Xi+t-ui+l

= Xi + 3t-u"+l = X1 + t-"i. But Ai-r»"^Ai-ru"+iáA2-ru'+I. Hence Xx

-t-»i = X2-t-'"<^èX2+t-<">+i=Xl+t-"i. Now if FGi/,+i(A2) and Fis an

end point of UviXi), then it is an end point of i/,-n(A2). Hence A2 and

F= A2±¿_*"'+1 are singular; but Y= Xi±t~ui and so Ai is singular by Lemma

6. Hence F G f,(Ai). A similar argument holds if A2<Ai. Hence i/,+i(A2)

C U„iX\) and £(77) =77 + 1 serves as the ordinal of axiom 3.

To verify axiom 4 we consider i7*<£* and neighborhoods Z7£ (A,) which

decrease on 77<77*- Let E = Ç],<,<Z7£i)(A,), X'v = A,-/-"£-., X" = Xn+t-»U.

We have for 7,i<t,2<77*, A; = X'V2 g X'± = X'„[. Hence

A' = sup [A,' I 7, < 7,*] G  ïf,       A" = inf [A," | 77 < 77*] G  K,       X' = X".

We show that A'G£ if and only if A' is singular. First suppose X' is singular.

For 77<77*, A,' ^A'gA,". If either equality holds, A,±/-"£», and so A„ is

singular by Lemma 6. It follows that A'G i/£ (A,) and so A'G£- Next sup-

pose that X'GE and that A' is regular. Then IVI,-rft since if £/£l)(A,)

contains an end point, A, and A, —¿_"£t, are singular. It follows that A,' <A'

for 77<77*. By Lemma 8 and the regularity of A' there is £,<£* such that

A,' <X'-/-«£,<A'. By (*) ro = sup [r,|7,<77*] + l<£*. Since f,<f0, t~"U
<t~utv and A,'<A'-r"f,<A'-/-"fo<A' for 77<t7*. This contradicts the

definition: A' = sup [A,' |t7<t7*]. Hence A' is singular. A similar argument

shows that A"G-E if and only if X" is singular.

Now suppose A' = A" = A. Then A is singular. Otherwise, A is regular.

By (*) £o = sup [£,| 77<77*] + l<£*. There is an n<n* such that, since A is

regular,

A - r«£o < A, - /-"£, = A, + *-"£„ < A + r*£„.

By the definition of order in K there are xGA, x,GA„ such that
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x - r«£o < x, - ir% < x, + ru£, < x + ru£».

Hence t~"lr,<t~vU which is false since £,<£o- Therefore A is singular, AG-E,

and A is an inner point of E by Lemma 10. Since A'=A" = A, A is the only

point in E. Hence E = 0v<„'U^ix„) is a non-empty open set. Finally suppose

that A'<A". Let I={y\X'■=Y = X"}, /,- [F| A'< Y<X"]. Then 0£
D/o^O. By Lemma 10, if A' or A" belongs to E, it is an inner point of E.

Hence Ç\v<?UiA\Xn) =I(~\E is a non-empty open set.

Theorem 11. lis ^-complete.

Proof. Suppose that í/£i¡(A,), 7? = £„ is a well-pinned sequence of neighbor-

hoods in K. Then for f<£* there is YtEK such that A, -tr "h S Y{ g A,

+/-"£, for 7/<f. Hence for f<£*, Ai-r"£ig Ff gAi+rufi and [Yt] is a

bounded set. It follows that

Zx = sup [Yt | X = f < £*] G Ä,  X < £*,

Zx, ^ Zx2, X2 < Xi,

A = inf [Zx|X < £*] G  Ä.

For all 77<£*, X,-t-*h£X£Xn+r*h. Hence AGn,<{-t7t,(A,). It follows
from Theorem 6 that K is £*-complete.

Further examples arise from function spaces in which the functions have

values in a space 5 satisfying axioms 1—4. Let P = [p] be an arbitrary set.

We denote by Sp the set of functions f on P to S. We define F£(/) as the set of

functions g such that giP)&U^ifip)) for all pÇLP where the U( are the

neighborhoods in 5. It is clear that 5 satisfies axioms 1-4.

We now remark that axiom 4 cannot be weakened by putting x, = x for

all T7<?7*, without losing the theorem that the £*-completeness of 5 implies

that 5 is of the second £*-category. To establish this we consider axiom 4'.

4'. If 77*<£* then Dtk»' ^„(x,) is an open set.

Theorem 12. For every £*>co there is a space S' satisfying axioms 1, 2, 3, 4'

which is ^-complete and of the first ^-category.

Proof. Consider a denumerable set Po=[pn\n<ü)] and the function

space Sp0 with neighborhoods F£(/) as defined above. Let 8 be a fixed element

of the £*-complete space 5 which is the value domain of the functions/(¿>).

We assume that every neighborhood t/£(0) of 8 contains at least two elements.

For S=K, 8 may be taken as any regular element of K. Let S' be the set of

those/G-Spo such that/(£) =8 except on a finite set E(J)(ZPo. For each/GS'

let Wiif) = V¡if)r\S'. The space S' with neighborhoods JF£(/) satisfies axioms

1, 2, 3, 4'. For: If g^f in S' then for some n, gipn) T^fipn) and there is £<£*

such that gipn)QU(iifpn)) in 5. Hence g$.W(if) = V((f)r\S'. Thus axiom 1

is verified. If £i<£2<£*, then iorfES', n<a>, U(2ifipn))CU(i(fipn)). Hence

Wttif) C W^if) and axiom 2 is verified. The ordinal of axiom 3 for 5 serves
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as the ordinal of axiom 3 for S'. Now consider ??*<£* and W^if) which de-

crease on 77<77*. Since S satisfies axiom 4, r\v<^Uivifipn)) contains some

U(v(fipn)) for each n. By property (*) and the hypothesis co<£*,

r = sup [f„|w<co]<£*. By axiom 2 for the space 5, UtifipK))CUr.if(pn))

CrWtfr,(jA>»)) for all ». Hence Wtif)Cf]v<,'Whif). Hence S' satisfies
axiom 4'.

We show that S' is £ -complete. Suppose that/£, £<£*, is a fundamental

sequence in S'. Then/£ is a fundamental sequence in Sp0. Since Sp0 is ^-com-

plete, there is an fESp0 such that lim£ /£=/ in the topology of Sp0. Let

ECZPo be the set on which fipn) 7^8. If E is not finite, E= [pnk\k <u\. For

each ¿ there is T*<£* such that 8<£Utk(fipnk)). Now by (*) f »sup [f*|è<w]

+ 1<£*. By axiom 2, 8^Utifipnk)) for ¿<w. Since lim£/£=/in Sp0 there is

an 77ä-<£* such that, for all k<u, fdPnk)) E.U((Jipnk)) if 77r^£<£*- Hence

fiiPnk)^8 for Kwand 77r^£<£*. This is false since ftES', £<£*. Hence E

is finite and/G-S1'. It follows that lim£/£=/in the topology of S' and so S' is

£*-complete.

But S' is of the first £*-category. For: Let En be the set oifES' such that

fipk) =8iork>n. Clearly S' = U„ £„. For each « and TF£(/) there is a g G W¡if)
such that gipn+i)^^ since every t/£(0) in 5 is assumed to have at least two

points. Hence there is TF,(g)C JF£(f) such that W„ig)r\En = 0. It follows

that each E„ is nowhere dense in S' and so S' is of the first £*-category.
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